
testing equipment for quality management

UNIMAT®

050 · 052

ExpandablePowerful

TENSILE AND PRESSURE TESTING MACHINES

UNIMAT® 050

with parallel clamping device

UNIMAT® 050 

with wedge type clamping device

UNIMAT® 050 

with roller type clamping device



General information

The compact material testing machines of the UNIMAT®

serie have been specifically designed to facilitate goods

acceptance inspections and quality checks simply and

fast. Their robust construction also makes them suitable

for in-process controls as well as for tensile and pres-

sure tests. Together with the meassuring systems

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-B or PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-S

these machines comply with the current standards  for

tensile testing machines and meet the regulations rela-

ting to CE qualification.

UNIMAT® 050

The desktop models of the 050 series are small in

dimension and require only a minimum of space.

The spindle-driven cross-arm runs through two sup-

ports which are arranged behind each other and con-

nected at the top by a fixed cross-arm. The lower part

of the supports joins a base plate which forms the upper

element of a sturdy sheet metal casing.

Two different basic versions are available:

Model 050 M

with manual drive by crank handle and irreversible tra-

pezoidal spindle

Model 050

with electric drive by speed-controlled DC motor and

recirculating ball screw to allow precise regulation.

Model 050 M can be equipped with a digital position

measurement display and Model 050 with a digital

position and speed measurement display on request.

UNIMAT® 052

We recommend our serie UNIMAT® 052 testing machi-

nes for testing either hard and tough or soft specimens.

These tensile testing machines are equipped with two

columns and two recirculating ball screws which guide

the travelling cross-arm. 

The upper fixed cross-arm and the base plate in con-

junction with the travelling cross-arm between the two

from two separate working areas.

Display units

In connection with a suitable force transducer and the

measuring system PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-B or PHY-

SIMETER® 906 MC-S tensile and pressure forces can

be determined and the maximum values can be stored.

Using the PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-S additional measu-

ring data can be stored and evaluated statistically. The

integrated force transducer can be protected against

overloading by entering limiting values (only in case of

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-S) so that the testing machine

is switched off automatically once the maximum force is

reached.

The system components

UNIMAT® / Force Transducer /

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-B or PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-S

provide the means to carry out numerous application-

related material tests on an economical basis

UNIMAT® 050 M UNIMAT® 050

UNIMAT® 052 with clamping device



Technical testing accessories 

A wide range of clamping tools and testing devices

are available as standard equipment or in customized

versions for special materials. The grip heads are quick

and easy to change by way of appropriate plug-type

connections, providing the user with an optimum means

to adapt to the various specimen requirements.

The selection ranges from basic parallel grip heads,

e.g. for plastic, textile, rubber and paper specimens, to

wedge-type clamping tools, pneumatic clamps, and

pressure plates and bending devices. A technical infor-

mation sheet "Grips"  is available for these tools.

The measuring ranges of the PHYSIMETER® are deter-

mined by the specific test purpose. The relevent  wor-

king area as well as the nominal force of the test frame

result from the type of stressing.  The PHYSIMETER®

906 MC-B/PHYSIMETER®  906 MC-S are calibrated in

the tensile and pressure range by certified measuring

equipment. 

The size and type of force transducers to be used is

determined by the purpose of the test, the type of stres-

sing, the relevant field of work and the nominal force of

the test stand. 

All electronic force transducers of the PHYSIMETER®

series are calibrated with certified measuring equip-

ments.

Recommended configurations

A fully-functioning basic unit comprises at least the fol-

lowing:

•    1 UNIMAT®

•    1 Measuring system 906 MC-B or Measuring system

906 MC-S

•    1 external force transducer for forces > 1 kN

•    Grips (see separate leaflet). 

By the addition of data measuring software PHYSI-

SOFT II, a PC and the measuring system PHYSIME-

TER® 906 MC-S, the basic unit can be expanded to

form a complete measuring station.

Technical Data

Testing force max.

Measuring uncertainty

Force measurement (option)

Position measurement,

incremental (option)

Drive-mode

Cross-arm speed

Speed

deviation

Working area (inner width)

Max. cross-arm stroke

(without force transducer and

clamping tools)

Connected load

Dimensions

Net weight (approx.)

UNIMAT® 050 M and
050 MS (manual)

2 kN

0.1 %

depends on force transducer

Selectable nominal forces: 

10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500,

1000 and 2000 N.

The force is displayed on the

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-B/

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-S.

Resolution: 0.01 mm, by way

of separate display equipment

Manual drive / One revolution

is equivalent to 1 mm of 

stroke

--

--

50 mm

720 mm

--

1020 x 310 x 390 mm

20 kg

UNIMAT® 050, 050 S and
050 SV (electric)

2 kN

0.1 %

depends on force transducer

Selectable nominal forces: 

10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500,

1000 and 2000 N.

The force is displayed on the

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-B/

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-S.

Resolution: 0.01 mm,

6-digit LCD

DC motor

0.2 ... 1000 mm/min 

≤ 0.5 %, from 2 mm/min

50 mm

720 mm

230 V - 50/60 Hz

1020 x 310 x 390 mm

32 kg

UNIMAT® 052, 052 S and
052 SV (electric)

5 kN

0.1 %

depends on force transducer

Selectable nominal forces: 

10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500,

1000, 2000 and 5000 N.

The force is displayed on the

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-B/

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-S.

Resolution: 0.01 mm,

6-digit LCD

DC motor

0.2 ... 1000 mm/min 

≤ 0.5 %, from 2 mm/min

300 mm

860 mm

230 V - 50/60 Hz

1145 x 495 x 350 mm

45 kg
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AccessoriesOrder Information

Ord.-No.

0231.01.31

0231.02.31

0232.01.31

0232.02.31

0232.04.31

0235.01.31

0235.02.31

0235.04.31

Subject to technical modifications.

TBE 050/052 - II/2007

Product-Description

Clamping Accessories

(see Price List GRIPS)

As a measuring system for the display of

the physical parameters force or torque

the following models are available:

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-B and

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-S 

(see Price Lists No. 906 MC-B and 

No. 906 MC-S).

Data cable XRJ 45

approx. 10 m, for connecting the instru-

ment to a PC (for model 906 MC-S only)

The Measuring and Evaluation Software

PHYSISOFT II is available free of char-

ge at  www.erichsen.de/download

(for model 906 MC-S only).

Force transducer for external 

connection to the measuring system 

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-B 

(Ord.-No. 0251.07.31)

906 - 2 kN, open cable ends, cable

lenght approx. 1.5 m, 

incl. calibration and standard equipment

922 - 5 kN, open cable ends, cable

lenght approx. 5 m, 

incl. calibration

Force transducer for external 

connection to the measuring system 

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-S

(Ord.-No. 0259.07.31)

906 - 2 kN, incl. standard equipment

(handle, hook, extension and 2 thrust

pieces), (Caution: max. load for 1 kN

hook)

922 - 5 kN, cable length approx. 5 m

Extra charge for providing the load cell

with a special plug for connection to the

PHYSIMETER® 906 MC-S, including

calibration

for force transducer 922 - 5 kN:

Load head

Thrust piece

Fixing flange

Ord.-No.

0754.01.32

0786.01.32

0785.01.32

0756.07.32

0589.01.32

0779.01.32

0604.01.32

0605.01.32

0606.01.32

Product-Description

UNIMAT® 050 M - 2 kN

testing force 2 kN,

with manual crank drive

UNIMAT® 050 MS - 2 kN

testing force 2 kN, with manual crank

drive and position measurement

UNIMAT® 050 - 2 kN

testing force 2 kN,

with electric drive motor

UNIMAT® 050 S - 2 kN

testing force 2 kN, with electric drive

motor and position measurement

UNIMAT® 050 SV - 2 kN

testing force 2 kN,

with electric drive motor and position and

speed measurement

UNIMAT® 052 - 5 kN

testing force 5 kN,

with electric drive motor 

UNIMAT® 052 S - 5 kN

testing force 5 kN, with electric drive

motor and position measurement

UNIMAT® 052 SV - 5 kN

testing force 5 kN, 

with electric drive motor and position and

speed measurement


